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Before the Fall
Fake Meat & Genetic Engineering 2.0
Genetically engineered fake meat and dairy, misleadingly
described as “precision fermentation,” and “plant-based
protein,” is basically unregulated and unlabeled. So-called
Synthetic Biology (SynBio), or GE 2.0, poses a direct threat to
farmers, consumers, and the environment.
The Brave New World of engineered lab foods and crops is
lavishly funded and orchestrated by the transnational food giants.
These megalomaniac Great Resetters are openly declaring their
intention to eliminate the animal agriculture and animal
husbandry practices carried out by a billion small farmers and
pastoralists across the globe, ignoring the fact that the world’s 70
billion farm animals are essential to rural livelihoods, human
nutrition, and the health of the soil (animal manure in compost
and proper grazing).
Farm animals, properly raised and nurtured, are absolutely
necessary to regenerate our degraded carbon, nitrogen, and
water cycles, and restore the biodiversity of the planet.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3BDy0tM

Building a Worldwide
“Corona Tyranny”

Movement

Against

Michel Chossudovsky, in the final chapter of his new book, The
Worldwide Corona Crisis: Global Coup D’état Against
Humanity, writes:
“Our intent is to confront the powerful actors behind this
criminal endeavor which is literally destroying people’s lives
worldwide, while creating divisions within society. The impacts
on mental health on population groups worldwide are
devastating.
The numerous lockdowns documented in previous chapters
(stay at home of the workforce), fear campaigns, COVID-19
policy mandates imposed on approximately 193 member states
of the United Nations have also contributed to undermining and
destabilizing the very fabric of civil society.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3S7wNCf

Frightening 80-Year Machinations of Monsanto
& The Deep State
This incredible two-hour discussion between Alexis BadenMayer, Political Director of the OCA, and Jeremy Kuzmarov,
editor of Covert Action Magazine will blow your mind. Set aside
the time for this crash course on American history and the Deep
State, and you’ll see why OCA is a passionate campaigner for a
Regeneration Revolution, not only a revolution to transform our
degenerate food and farming system, but our politics and foreign
policy as well.
Watch the interview: https://orgcns.org/3QKVS5h

Court Smacks USDA for Lack of Transparency in
GMO Labeling
As Carey Gillam reports: “Years of legislative and court battles
over the labeling of genetically engineered (GE) foods took
another turn this week when a federal court determined on
Tuesday that the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) erred
in allowing food companies to label GE products simply with
digital codes that consumers have to scan, without any
accompanying disclosure options.
Under USDA rules that took full effect earlier this year, food
made with genetically modified crops can be labeled simply as
‘bioengineered’ (BE), or come with a QR code guiding
consumers to more information online, among other options.
But the court said those rules did not comply with the law, and
found that the USDA knew that allowing ‘standalone electronic
disclosure’ would not provide consumers ‘sufficient access’ to
disclosures about bioengineering involved in creating certain
products…”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3QYZYGh

Organized Crime, the Deep State, COVID-19, and
the Road Forward
Mercola.com writes:
“Whitney Webb’s new book, One Nation Under Blackmail:

The Sordid Union Between Intelligence and Crime That Gave
Rise to Jeffrey Epstein, provides the framework to understand
not just the role and function of Epstein, but also, more broadly,
the mess we’re now finding ourselves in.
While it may appear as though organized crime is being
combated, this is rarely ever the case. Stories of cracking down
on organized crime are cover stories to hide what’s really
happening, which is the consolidation of organized crime
territory.
The incentive behind all this criminal activity is not merely the
hoarding of money to live in the lap of luxury. It's about power
and control over others. The good news is we can pull the plug
on their plans…”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3Soi4lZ

From Frankenfoods to Real-Life Frankensteins
On September 20, Organic Consumers Association's Political
Director Alexis Baden-Mayer talked with certified holistic
nutritionist Jodi Suson of Suson Essentials on her Self-Cell Care
Show which airs on Blog Talk Radio's the Female Solution.
Alexis and Jodi discussed the evolution of Frankenfoods since
the introduction of Monsanto's first GMO, its recombinant
bovine growth hormone. They reviewed Monsanto's "evil genius"
plots to take over the food supply and came to a startling
conclusion about where all of this is headed.
Watch the interview: https://fb.watch/fFxFkWe_Xs/
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